CODING SOLUTIONS FOR THE
MEAT & POULTRY INDUSTRY
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U.S. MEAT PRODUCTION
(BILLION LBS.)

Meat & Poultry
Industry Updates
The U.S. red meat and poultry industry is anticipated to produce 100.2
billion pounds in 2017. This marks a 2.75% growth from 2016 and nearly
an 8.7% jump from 2014’s production numbers. The U.S. Department of
Agriculture projects that production will sustain this expansion for the
next several years with a growth rate exceeding 2% year-over-year. (1)
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As production levels grow, so does food safety standards and
traceability requirements. In the past, the meat and poultry industry were
not classified under the same industry standards as processed or
prepared foods. Now, the meat and poultry industry has one of the most
comprehensive traceability initiatives across all food industries.
Traceability is critical to satisfy an increasing number of regulations,
including the GS1 UN, Food Safety Modernization Act, FDA, and the Meat
& Poultry Data Standards (mpXML). Although often overlooked, product
marking and serialization plays a critical role in any product
traceability measure; as you invest resources to modernize your
operations, don’t neglect to re-evaluate your product coding solutions.
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In past decades, the meat and poultry industry had to settle for
technologies like Thermal Transfer printing or even more expensive
solutions such as labeling. Despite the many advantages that
continuous inkjet (CIJ) printers offer, this technology was ruled out due
to early limitations surrounding ink formulations such as VOC’s, MEK,
and non-food-grade ink. Since this time, CIJ manufacturers have made
critical breakthroughs on ink development, which eliminates these
past concerns.
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A Lesson from the
Egg Industry
“Print quality was
interpreted by the
consumer as an
indicator of the
product’s overall
quality.”

For decades, packers were relying on messy stampers to print date codes on
their cartons of eggs. During the recent outbreak of Avian Influenza, many
egg producers shifted their focus to improving their traceability and
product identification – industry leaders looked to continuous inkjet
systems as the preferred printing technology. The quality of print was
drastically improved, but they also discovered this change led to a substantial
increase in output. This was due to the reduced changeover time for new
message selection, the elimination of reprints, and reduced downtime due to
clean up and maintenance.
Additionally, packers even found that it contributed to increasing
sales. As for all perishable foods, customers rely on the date code as
a measure of freshness - print quality was interpreted by the
consumer as an indicator of the product’s overall quality. They found
that consumers were actively seeking out the date code when making
the purchasing decision - if the consumer couldn’t read the date code,
the product wasn’t purchased. If the consumer was deciding between
two products, the customer tended to interpret the more legible date
code as better assurance of the product’s freshness.
By re-evaluating their date coding solution, egg producers were
successful in reducing costs, increasing output, improving the
product quality, and driving growth in sales. Just as the egg industry
discovered - continuous inkjet printers may now be the best fit for the
meat and poultry industry.
Now is the time to re-evaluate your marking and coding solution.
www.pak-tec.com
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ADVANTAGE OF CONTINUOUS
INKJET PRINTERS (CIJ)

PRINTING FLEXIBILITY

WASH DOWN

CIJ printers utilize a non-contact printing method, which evenly and clearly
prints across any surface, including unusual contours, uneven seams,
bulged film, or wrinkled surfaces. Whether you are printing on a Chub Pack,
Whole-Bird, Vacuum Pack, Film, pouches, or contours, CIJ printers are
engineered to provide crisp and legible print every time. Thermal Transfer
Printers or Thermal Inkjet printers require contact and, as a result, require
the packaging to be marked prior to being filled or sealed. CIJ printers
provide better flexibility in production operations by allowing the print to be
applied at any point in the packaging process. Hitachi’s UX Series has a
larger ink throw distance – up to 2.5”– which is perfect for printing from the
side, top-down, bottom-up, traversing, and any other custom print application.

Thermal Transfer printing solutions depend on delicate heating elements
to transfer print from a fragile transfer foil / ribbon, which leaves the end
user extremely vulnerable to the plant environment and offers very little
in the way of wash-down compatibility. In contrast, CIJ utilizes a full
enclosure to protect against wet and dusty environments. Hitachi’s UX
Series printer integrates a fully enclosed IP-65 body and a low-profile
print head with positive air-flow to eliminate the threat of outside
contaminates. The industrial print head uses a unique Nickel-Chrome
finish, which offers exceptional corrosion resistance for demanding
wash-down environments and protects against exposure to caustic chemicals.
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$
COST PER PRINT

REDUCED CHANGEOVER TIME

A comprehensive month-long study documented ink usage on a two-line,
23-character print message on 1,296,000 units. By month end, the HP
printer racked up printing costs of $ 740.19, compared to only $39.81 for
the CIJ printer. The Thermal Transfer printer’s monthly costs were
calculated at a whopping $3,304.80. Hitachi’s CIJ printer provided annual
savings totaling $8,404.56 and $39,179.88, respectively.

Hitachi CIJ printers employ a user-friendly interface and message
selection, as well as ample message storage. This allows for quick
message changeover that can increase uptime on your production line.
Thermal Transfer printers frequently experience tearing of the printing foil
or require a new roll of foil, which leads to shutdown of the line or
products to go un-marked. Some CIJ models allow you to replenish ink
without stopping production.
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Hitachi has developed a wide range of inks with no VOCs or MEK. These
newly formulated Ethanol-based inks offer fast dry times on porous and
non-porous substrates while maintaining excellent adhesion properties
with no smudging or smearing. Hitachi also offers a custom ink
formulation program that matches substrate, environment, and other
variables, to create an ink that works specific to your requirements and
production line.
www.pak-tec.com
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Evaluating CIJ Printer Options
Continuous inkjet printers first gained foothold in packaging in the 1970s. Since this time, it has
become one of the most trusted forms of marking and coding, excelling in a wide range of
applications across the food, beverage, automotive, pharmaceutical, chemical, and electrical
industries. This mature technology is proven to be more reliable and cost efficient than
alternative printing solutions.
Although there are a number of CIJ manufacturers, not all are equal. Price points and quality vary.
Don’t make the mistake of purchasing a printer based on sticker price alone; with some basic
application analysis, you can easily calculate the total cost of print. Also, be sure to understand
meantime between failures, recommended maintenance, the cost of wear parts - like filters, and
any other expenses associated with routine core or module replacements. If production
schedules permit, be sure to ask for an in-plant trial period.
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When choosing a printer to mark your product, ensure your CIJ printer
maximizes reliability, ease of use, and efficiency:

RELIABILITY

Hitachi's UX series provides the ability to run longer with less intervention –
less need to clean the print head, less need to change filters, and no
replacement of expensive modules, resulting in higher production
numbers. Hitachi’s reliable diaphragm pump delivers 80,000 hours of
meantime between failures, which offers more uptime and unbeatable reliability.

EASE OF USE

Hitachi UX series features an intuitive 10.4” color TFT LCD touch panel for
easy message creation and management. The UX Series also allows
operators to easily change filters without tools, in less than five minutes!
The flexible umbilical design enables traditional or ‘90-degree’ mounting,
all within the unique tapered print head. Hitachi’s "One Button" shutdown
feature, including automatic print head cleaning, allows operators to reduce
time associated with end-of-production maintenance, while ensuring an
easy “One Button” startup for the next production run.

EFFICIENCY

While continuous inkjet printers as a whole are one of the most economical
printing technologies, not all CIJ printers are equally efficient. Building on
35 years of experience, Hitachi has a track record of being one of the most
efficient CIJ printers in the global marketplace. The new UX series has
proven to have one of the best fluid management systems available. The
innovative ink return system ‘pulsates’ the ink return stream, effectively
reducing air exposure with ink – consequently, there is less evaporation.
Less evaporation results in you enjoying the lowest solvent consumption in
the industry! With a quick consultation we can easily calculate an estimate
on ink and fluids consumption to give you reliable ROI and payback
analysis.
www.pak-tec.com

Cluck!

CONTACT THE EXPERTS
For over 40 years, Pak-Tec has been establishing collaborative, long-lasting
partnerships with our customers to provide them with comprehensive end-of-line
packaging solutions. As a specialist in the marking and coding sector, we represent top
manufacturers in all of the various industrial printing technologies, including CIJ,
Thermal Transfer, Labeling, Hot Stamping, Thermal Inkjet, Laser, and Indent Marking.
Our sales engineers average over 20+ years of direct experience in end-of-line
packaging. We pride ourselves on being true professionals who always work to
establish a critical understanding of our customers’ unique needs, engage in
collaborative discussions, and provide unwavering support. Our history spans multiple
generations and we have committed ourselves to the packaging industry; we welcome
any opportunity to put our experience to work for you.
As an additional resource, we also offer print samples, ink characteristic testing, custom
ink development, free 30-day trials, and generous trade-in programs.
Contact us today to set up your free onsite consultation.
1. https://www.ers.usda.gov/data-products/livestock-meat-domestic-data/livestock-meat-domestic-data
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